the changing state-of-the-art

United with change, creativity is a unique thought process, unrestrained by old ideas. But successful creation requires much more than just new ideas. It also requires the ability to translate abstract thought into practical solutions. That ability is founded on diversified experience, the finest tools, and a complete knowledge of all aspects of the field. In computers, that knowledge is constantly being changed. Yesterday’s understanding is today’s handicap. Not at PHI. As an industry leader, we’re helping to mold tomorrow’s state-of-the-art. For over a decade we have been creating many of the most sophisticated applications in computer technology. Tomorrow’s application is at PHI . . . it could be for you.
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Professional Services Division
Consultants, serving the nation with the finest systems applica-
tions and development.

Data Center Division
A computer network offering sophisticated hardware, soft-
ware and technical assistance.

Business Services Division
Providing managers and ad-
ministrators with comprehen-
sive data processing services.

Proprietary Products Division
Internationally marketing and supporting proprietary soft-
ware.

Technically sophisticated individuals, capable of project responsibility, are the foundation of PHI’s success. If you are qualified, and interested in a challenging, professional career—send us your resume.